Associations of Synoptic Weather Conditions With Nocturnal Bird Migration Over the North Sea
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The southern North Sea is part of an important flyway for nocturnal bird migration, but is also risky as it stretches over a large surface of water. Selecting nights with suitable weather conditions for migration can be critical for a bird's survival. The aim of this study is to unravel the weather-related bird migration decisions, by providing a descriptive analysis of the synoptic weather conditions over the North Sea on nights with very high and low migration intensities and compare these conditions to the prevailing climatology.

For this study, bird radar data were utilized from an offshore wind farm off the Dutch coast, in the North Sea. The study suggests that atmospheric conditions clear of rain and frontal systems, dominated by high pressure systems and tailwinds in spring and sidewinds in autumn are most suitable for nights of intense migration. Differences in temperature, relative humidity and cloud cover appear less significant between intense and low migration nights, suggesting that these variables exert only a secondary role on migration. We discuss how future developments in radar aeroecology and the integration of meteorology can help improve our ability to forecast bird migration.
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INTRODUCTION

Twice a year large flows of terrestrial birds migrate over the North Sea during the night (Lack, 1963a,b; Hüppop et al., 2006; Hüppop and Hüppop, 2011; Shamoun-Baranes and van Gasteren, 2011). The crossing mainly occurs between the lowlands of Netherlands and Germany and Norway (cca 540 km), Denmark and Netherlands (cca 300 km) and between United Kingdom and Netherlands (cca 200 km) (Lack, 1959; Shamoun-Baranes and van Gasteren, 2011; Bradarić et al., 2020). To cross such distances, a bird with the average airspeed of 16 m/s needs between 3.5 and 10 h in still air. Since such large water bodies are not suitable for resting and refueling for many terrestrial migrants, the trip is considered risky for migration, especially if at the same time birds have to cope with unfavorable weather conditions. It is therefore important for migrating birds to select nights with atmospheric conditions that support migration (Richardson, 1978). An addition to the risk posed by encountering inclement weather en route is the risk of collisions with large man-made structures, such as wind turbines developed within migratory flyways (Brabant et al., 2015; Fijn et al., 2015; Aschwanden et al., 2018; Thaxter et al., 2019). Nowadays the production...
of wind energy experiences a rapid expansion, as the necessity to reduce reliance on fossil fuels is large in order to mitigate the risks from human-induced climate change. To reduce chances of bird collisions the temporary shutdown of wind turbines is one of the mitigation measures suggested to reduce collision risk when bird migration intensities are high (May et al., 2015). In order to design effective and sustainable early warning systems a good understanding of migratory behavior is needed (Bauer et al., 2017).

During migration, daily numbers of birds in the air can fluctuate by orders of magnitude, and studies have shown that temporal variation in migration intensity can be explained in part by local weather conditions (Richardson, 1978; Erni et al., 2002; Van Belle et al., 2007; Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2017). Among diverse atmospheric variables, wind speed and direction is often considered the most influential for nocturnal migrants and especially passerines using flapping flight (Bruderer et al., 1995; Erni et al., 2002; Van Belle et al., 2007; Sjöberg et al., 2015), as with greater wind support travel time and energy expenditure are minimized (Liechti et al., 2000; Schmaljohann et al., 2009). The influence of wind on migratory birds is often discussed in terms of head and tailwinds along a preferred migration direction and sidewinds perpendicular to the preferred migration direction. It has been demonstrated that nocturnal passerine migrants have the ability to partially compensate for the side wind drift during their journey (Alerstam, 2011; McLaren et al., 2012; Chapman et al., 2016), but they tend to follow paths where they have to compensate less (Horton et al., 2016). Studies have shown that numbers of birds aloft (e.g., Erni et al., 2002; Van Belle et al., 2007) as well as probability of departure of passerines (Åkesson and Hedenström, 2000; Schaub et al., 2004; Sjöberg et al., 2015) is higher on nights with supporting winds.

There is evidence that precipitation is another key factor for migrants as it may temporarily suppresses migration (Richardson, 1978; Schaub et al., 2004). Rain might increase the risk of mortality as it decreases visibility and increases disorientation for birds en route (Newton, 2007). However, the impact of precipitation on departure decisions is not always clear, for example while Schaub et al. (2004) found decreased departure chances of small passerines during precipitation, Andueza et al. (2013) did not find an important effect of precipitation on departure decisions of migrating passerines. Cloud cover and temperature, have also been shown to influence departure decisions. For example a radio telemetry study showed that yellow-rumped warblers Setophaga coronata were more likely to depart from stopover sites (i.e., rest and refueling sites) in autumn in clear skies than overcast (Liu and Swanson, 2015) with temperature having less of an impact on departure decisions. The relative importance of weather variables may vary between spring and autumn as the prevailing weather conditions differ. For example, the passage of high-pressure systems can be related to opposing winds in autumn and supporting winds in spring (Dokter et al., 2013). Additionally, species with similar flight modes but contrasting migration strategies, for example short vs long distance passerines may respond differently to weather conditions at departure (Packmor et al., 2020). As many weather variables are closely intercorrelated, less influential variables such as the relative humidity will tend to vary in predictable ways as a function of the variables of higher importance, such as the pressure systems (Richardson, 1990), or precipitation, especially during relatively unstable atmospheric conditions.

The advancement of radar technology has greatly facilitated studying nocturnal migration even though radar systems cannot distinguish patterns and characteristics of migration at a species level (Bauer et al., 2019). The aim of this study is to increase our understanding of how weather influences mass migration events over the sea. The study compares synoptic scale weather conditions to climatology on nights of very high migration intensities and nights of very low migration intensities over the North Sea. In order to study conditions during migration within the context of seasonal weather conditions, we calculate the climatological anomalies of several key weather variables. The weather conditions associated with the selected high migration intensity nights should indicate conditions that favor migration. Respectively the weather conditions associated with the low migration nights should indicate the conditions that might inhibit migration for the specific latitude and geography over the North Sea. The key variables of interest follow suggestions from previous research (Richardson, 1990) and include: winds at 925 hPa, mean sea level pressure (MSLP), 500 hPa geopotential height, precipitation, relative humidity, cloudiness, and temperature. Furthermore, using surface synoptic weather maps, we explore the passage of frontal systems on nights of high and low migration intensity. The research is based on spring and autumn bird radar observations made 18 km from the Dutch coast, in the North Sea, and the concurrent synoptic weather conditions over sea and in potential departure areas. We expect that intense peaks and lulls in migration observed over sea will be strongly influenced by weather conditions at potential departure areas over land during the night of interest. Previous studies of passerine migration have shown that seasonal phenology at stopover sites can be strongly influenced by weather conditions at distant stopover or overwintering areas in spring (Haest et al., 2018) and distant stopover or breeding ranges in autumn (Haest et al., 2019). Thus, we describe the synoptic scale conditions in relation to potential departure areas on nights of high migration intensity. A back-trajectory analysis of migration using the same radar dataset (Bradarić et al., 2020) showed that the most probable departure areas of the birds on nights of high migration intensity observed at the radar site in spring is southern United Kingdom (area in blue circle in Figure 1) and in autumn is Southern Scandinavia, the north coast of Netherlands and Germany (area in red circle in Figure 1). We discuss similarities and differences between spring and autumn in synoptic scale conditions that support or potentially inhibit migration over the southern North Sea.

**DATA AND METHODS**

**Radar Observations of Migration**

We utilize data collected for previous projects (Krijgsveld et al., 2005, 2011; Fijn et al., 2015), recorded by a Merlin radar system (DeTect Inc., Panama City, FL, United States) which
was mounted on a meteorological mast of the Egmond aan Zee Offshore Wind Farm (OWEZ) (N 52.60, E 4.38) located 18 km off the Dutch NW coast (location shown in Figure 1). The radar system consisted of two marine surveillance radars that allow detection of individual bird echoes. A vertical X-band Furuno radar scanned the area along a NW-SE direction at speed of 25 rpm and detected biological objects within a detection range of ~1.4 km from the radar (vertical extent). A horizontal S-band Furuno radar with a detection range of 5.5 km scanned an area of 360° around the radar at a speed of 22 rpm. The detection of targets by the radar system depends on their size, distance from the radar and orientation relative to the radar beam. Measurements showed that effective detection of the Merlin system varied between 900 and 1.4 km for the vertical radar and between 900 m and 4.5 km for the horizontal radar, depending on the previously mentioned factors. Small birds were successfully detected up to an altitude of 900 m.

We utilized radar data collected from June 2007 until May 2010. The radar was operational 90% of the time, except for short breaks caused by technical failure, weather conditions that could have caused mechanical damage of the radar (wind speed $>14$ m/s) or disrupt detection of targets (rain) and maintenance. The vertical radar recorded numbers of targets that were crossing the radar beam and their altitudes. The horizontal radar collected information about ground speeds and track directions of the targets. Extensive field measurements of the radar performance (Krijgsveld et al., 2005) which included visual identification of targets and their flagging in the database allowed for detailed post processing of the data. Filters based on echo characteristics of targets such as speed, direction and size were developed (Krijgsveld et al., 2011). These filters were used to exclude echoes originating from waves, rain, insects and other types of interference (e.g., boats). For more information about data quality, filtering procedures and the quantification of fluxes see Krijgsveld et al. (2011) and Fijn et al. (2015).

Using track directions and ground speeds recorded by the horizontal radar and hourly $u$ and $v$ components of 925 hPa wind from the ERA5 data described below, airspeeds (speed of a bird in still air) and headings (direction of a bird in still air) at the radar location were calculated using vector summation (Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2007). Wind was analyzed at 925 hPa, since the radar used in this study recorded mainly birds flying below 1000 m of altitude (Fijn et al., 2015), and represents the altitude layer where migration intensity is highest in this region (Kemp et al., 2013). The wind data was linearly interpolated to the start time of tracks as recorded by the radar.

**Selection of High and Low Migration Intensity Nights**

In this study, the spring migration season was defined as 15 February–31 May and autumn migration season was defined as 1 August–30 November. For each night beginning around sunset and ending at sunrise the next day (18:00–06:00 UTC), we calculated the total number of tracks recorded by the vertical radar as a measure of migration intensity per night. We ranked nocturnal migration intensity in descending order and selected the nights exceeding the 90th percentile separately for spring and autumn, resulting in 24 spring and 22 autumn nights. If successive nights among them exceeded the 90th percentile threshold, then only the maximum night was included in this analysis, in order to avoid the analysis of dependent synoptic weather conditions, resulting in the final nine autumn and eight spring nights (called hereafter high migration nights). The 90th percentile was selected for statistical reasons, as with this threshold at least one case per year is selected and thus all years are represented in the analysis. Nights with very low migration intensity that occurred just before or just after the selected high migration nights were also selected, and called thereafter low migration nights. In total, eight nights with low migration were selected in autumn and seven in spring and occurred from 1 to 7 days before or after the high migration nights. The low migration nights on average had migration intensities that were 95% lower than the associated high migration nights. Nights in which the radar was not operational, were excluded from any selection. The selection of the nights with low migration intensity was made in order to investigate whether inhibiting weather precedes a high migration pulse, or pauses it (the nights after the high migration pulse). However, migration intensities might also be low in nights of favoring weather conditions, as the flying migrants also need to feed and rest, or simply because after nights of high migration intensity there are not many birds left in the source area (Gauthreaux et al., 2005).
All analysis of directional data was done using the R package \textit{circular} \citep{Agostinelli2017, RCoreTeam2018}. Circular mean and ± angular deviation (AD) of track direction, heading and wind direction at the radar location were calculated per night. Furthermore, the mean resultant vector length \( r \) was estimated for each of the parameters to assess the dispersion of directional data around the mean (values closer to 1 indicate less dispersion). Finally, Rayleigh test was performed to test for non-uniformity of directional data (alternative hypothesis is unimodal distribution). Density distributions (Figures 2, 3) of all directional data are kernel densities derived using \textit{density circular} function.

### Meteorological Data and Analysis

We used the recently released ERA5 reanalysis product from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) \citep{Hersbach2016} with hourly temporal and 30 km spatial resolution. The analyzed ERA5 variables were 925 hPa wind, MLSP, precipitation, geopotential height at 500 hPa (the height where the ridges and troughs are usually detected in the middle troposphere), relative humidity, cloudiness and 2 m temperature for three springs and three autums for the years 2007–2010. As we are focusing on factors influencing nocturnal migration we calculated nightly means from 18:00 UTC of the day of interest until the next morning at 05:00 UTC. The nightly precipitation data is the total precipitation from 18:00 to 06:00 UTC. The local Dutch time is UTC+1 in winter and UTC+2 in summer. The weather variables were extracted from the spatial range of 35N–70N and 16W–19E. This entire region is plotted for the MSLP (Figures 4, 5) to allow a clear overview of the passing synoptic scale pressure systems. The rest of the analyzed variables have more local character and are therefore plotted over the North Sea and the continental regions around it (Figures 2, 3, 6, 7). Finally, the surface pressure and frontal systems are shown over a broader region as they are extracted from the KNMI data center (Figures 8, 9).

The monthly climatology per grid point for spring and autumn migration was calculated as the monthly means from 18:00 to 06:00 UTC for the years 1989–2018. The emphasis of the current work is given on the relation between the synoptic weather conditions and bird migration. In order to understand the biological relevance of the synoptic wind directions though, the local wind directions at the radar site are first assessed and discussed in the context of bird headings and track directions measured by the radar. Afterward, the synoptic wind conditions are explored in conjunction with the bird headings and track directions on days of high and low migration. The synoptic wind conditions are computed by the intensities of the zonal and meridional wind vectors and the composites are the averages of the nightly means. In order to calculate the anomalies from climatology for MSLP, precipitation, geopotential height, relative humidity, cloud cover and temperature, the monthly climatology was subtracted from the selected nightly mean for each variable of interest. Then the spatio-temporal composite of the anomalies was calculated as the mean for the selected high and low migration nights, respectively. Additionally, the day-by-day surface pressure and frontal systems maps that are shown and discussed in the following sections are extracted from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) and are taken at 18:00 of each day.

To assess whether the anomalies were statistically different from climatology, we applied the Welch's \( t \)-test for unequal variances and unequal sample sizes \citep{Ahad2014}. The test computes the mean and variance of the nightly values of the high (or low) migration nights and compares those to the nightly values of all 30 years of climatology, for the selected migration month, for each grid cell separately in the synoptic maps. If the \( p \)-value of each grid cell is below a selected threshold, then the null hypothesis can be rejected and the value in that grid cell is assumed significantly different from climatology. The selected threshold in this work was the 95% confidence level (\( p \)-value ≤ 0.05).

For the analysis of the meteorological data in this study we used CDO, Ferret and Python data visualization and analysis tools.

### Regional Climatic Conditions

Here we provide a very brief overview of the climatic conditions in the region to issue the appropriate context for interpreting anomalies in synoptic conditions in relation to bird migration. In Spring climatologically dry and stable conditions dominate the southern United Kingdom and the southern North Sea as the passage of synoptic systems and frontal activity that is responsible for most of the large scale precipitation is less frequent and the sea is still too cold to induce local convection as it approaches the land \citep{Manola2019}. Most high pressure systems come from the Azores via the United Kingdom to Iceland or Scandinavia. With calm weather the levels of relative humidity and low cloudiness depend strongly on the atmospheric temperature. The sea surface temperature is at its lowest point of the year. In periods with south- or southwesterly winds, the relatively warm air condenses from the cold sea with fog and low clouds as a result.

In autumn and winter, storm tracks with low pressure and frontal systems are most active over the United Kingdom, the North Sea and Scandinavia/Denmark and the Low countries \citep{Woth2006}. The prevailing winds are westerlies and southwesterlies, the atmospheric conditions are very variable and the frequent passing of the frontal systems often bring a lot of rain.

### RESULTS

#### Spring

##### Surface Winds and Bird Tracks

On nights of high migration intensity in spring, the average winds are southwesterly (61.47° ± 53.8°, \( r = 0.55, p = 0.08 \)) and the track direction (79.75° ± 28°, \( r = 0.87, p < 0.001 \)) and bird headings (84.47° ± 22.3°, \( r = 0.92, p < 0.001 \)) point toward east and are significantly concentrated around the mean (Figure 2A). Considering the suggested departure locations and migratory axes in the North Sea basin, winds on high migration nights support migration from southern United Kingdom toward...
Netherlands as well as from the southern Europe toward Scandinavia on nights with intense migration activity. However, on nights with low migration intensity the winds are on average easterlies, but not significant due to high variability in wind direction (267.67° ± 70°, r = 0.25, p = 0.7). The track directions (153.43° ± 68°, r = 0.26, p = 0.6) and bird headings (173° ± 68°, r = 0.25, p = 0.7) are also highly variable and on average point toward south (Figure 2B). The high variability of wind on low migration nights can also be seen in the synoptic winds map in Figure 2D, as the averaging of the different wind directions results in low intensity winds of rather unclear directions.

**Pressure Systems and Fronts**

In spring the MSLP composite of the high migration nights is characterized by an extended ridge of high pressure from Spain into Central Europe (Figure 4A), bringing overall dry conditions over most parts of Western and Central Europe, the North Sea and southern United Kingdom. The anomalies...
FIGURE 3 | Local and synoptic 925 hPa winds in autumn. Top panel: Inside each circle, the mean heading of the birds (red arrows), mean 925 hPa wind direction at the radar location (blue arrows) and mean track direction of the birds (green arrows). Around the circle, the circular density distributions of bird heading (solid line), wind direction (dotted line) and track direction (dashed line), in panel (A) for nights of high migration intensity (HM) and in panel (B) for nights of low migration intensity (LM). Bottom panel: synoptic 925 hPa wind conditions in autumn, in panel (C) for nights of high migration intensity (HM) and in panel (D) for nights of low migration intensity (LM). The length of the arrows is proportional to the strength of the averaged wind. As a reference the length of the arrow of 13 m/s wind strength is given under the panels. The circled area designates the most probable area of departure for the detected flying migrants during those nights. The star designates the location of the radar.

do not differ significantly from regional climatology, indicating that the climatic conditions for this region are supportive of migration over the North Sea in the study region. Along the western flank of this ridge, over the North Sea and southeastern United Kingdom the winds have a southerly or southwesterly component (Figure 2C). It should be noted that at the mid-latitudes the winds blow approximately parallel to the isobars, having the low pressure to their left in the Northern hemisphere.

The surface pressure and frontal systems for all high and low migration days are shown in Figure 8. When the surface pressure, that on average creates the favoring wind conditions seen in Figure 2C, is studied individually for each of the high migration nights we observe several different patterns: (1) high pressure observed over the southern United Kingdom and the Dutch coast on three nights (see pressure isobars in Figures 8B,D,F), (2) the study site at sea is positioned between...
FIGURE 4 | The composites of the anomalies from climatology for spring migration for the mean sea level pressure (MLSP in hPa, in colors) and for the 500 hPa geopotential height (in decameters, in contours) in panel (A) for nights of high migration intensity (HM) and in panel (B) for nights of low migration intensity (LM). Areas exceeding the 95% confidence level as concluded by the Welch’s t-test are hatched.

FIGURE 5 | The composites of the anomalies from climatology in autumn for the mean sea level pressure (in hPa, in colors) and for the 500 hPa geopotential height (in decameters, in contours) in panel (A) for nights of high migration intensity (HM) and in panel (B) for nights of low migration intensity (LM). Areas exceeding the 95% confidence level are hatched.
FIGURE 6 | Composites of anomalies from climatology in spring, in the left column for the high migration nights (HM) and in the right column for the low migration nights (LM). In panels (A,B) the total precipitation (in mm) is shown, in panels (C,D) the total cloud cover (units from −1 to +1), in panels (E,F) the relative humidity (in %) and in panels (G,H) the 2 m temperature field (in °K). Areas exceeding the 95% confidence level are hatched.

FIGURE 7 | Composites of anomalies from climatology in autumn, in the left column for the high migration nights (HM) and in the right column for the low migration nights (LM). In panels (A,B) the total precipitation (in mm) is shown, in panels (C,D) the total cloud cover (units from −1 to +1), in panels (E,F) the relative humidity (in %) and in panels (G,H) the 2 m temperature field (in °K). Areas exceeding the 95% confidence level are hatched.
low and high pressure systems on three nights (see isobars and the location of the core of the high and low pressure systems indicated with H or L, respectively (Figures 8C,E,G,H) and (3) a low pressure system observed over the North Sea on one night (Figure 8A). The individual high migration nights are characterized by the general absence of frontal systems over the coast of Netherlands, apart from the 14th of March 2010 when a long but weak and dry cold front passed over the North Sea (Figure 8E).

On the other hand, the composite of the low migration nights shows a non-significant low surface pressure anomaly over the southern North Sea, that leaves the coast of Netherlands close to the climatological average surface pressure (Figure 4B). The anomalies over sea and potential departure areas do not differ significantly from regional climatology. Among the low migration nights, the Dutch coast is positioned during three nights over low pressure systems (Figures 8I,J,L), during two nights between high and low pressure systems (Figures 8K,O), and during two nights over high pressure systems (Figures 8M,N). During all low migration nights a front (warm, cold or occluded) or a trough passes over the coast of Netherlands or the southern United Kingdom.

Precipitation, Relative Humidity, Cloudiness and Temperature

In high migration nights potential departure locations in the United Kingdom arrival locations on continental Europe, as well as the North Sea are considerably drier compared to the monthly climatological conditions (Figure 6A), and considerably wetter in the low migration nights (Figure 6B). The dry anomalies during the high migration nights are statistically significant over almost the entire area (hatched areas in Figure 6), while the wet anomalies during the low migration nights over the areas of interest are non-significant. When the individual days are examined (not shown) it is observed that during all high migration nights the conditions are dry, while during low migration nights rain occurs in at least one of the areas of interest for each night.

Cloud cover is closely related to precipitation, but can also occur independently. Neutral to negative non-statistically significant anomalies in cloudiness over the Dutch coast, in Figures 6C,D are consistent with the absence of rain during the high migration. Areas of statistically significant increased cloudiness compared to climatology over southern United Kingdom indicates that the birds might also fly into cloudy, but dry skies. The above indicate the partly decoupled behavior between cloudiness and precipitation (as they don’t necessarily co-occur), while they also indicate a secondary role of cloudiness in the bird’s migration decisions.

As precipitation and relative humidity are closely intercorrelated, especially under unstable atmospheric conditions, we examine whether the birds appear to respond to relative humidity as they might use it as an early indicator for rain. Relative humidity over southern United Kingdom does not differ significantly from the local climatology on high migration nights, but is significantly higher over the coast of Netherlands (Figure 6E). During low migration nights the pattern is reversed, with somewhat higher (non-significant) relative humidity over southern United Kingdom and lower over Netherlands (Figure 6F). Surface temperature is also not significantly different over the entire continental region of the map during both high and low migration nights (Figures 6G,H).

Autumn

Surface Winds and Bird Tracks

On nights of high migration intensity the prevailing winds at the radar location were easterlies (277.05° ± 26.9°, r = 0.88, p = 0.01), while headings (217.57° ± 11.4°, r = 0.97, p = 0.02) and track directions (227° ± 11.4°, r = 0.97, p < 0.001) were toward southwest. During nights of low migration intensity the winds blew on average from the west (84.47° ± 0.39°, r = 0.92, p < 0.001), while the mean track direction toward southeast (148.48° ± 0.38°, r = 0.92, p = 0.01) and the mean heading (185.27° ± 0.43°, r = 0.9, p = 0.02) toward south. The local wind directions were more concentrated around mean on nights of low migration intensity nights. On nights with high migration the track directions and headings were more concentrated around their mean value, compared to nights with low migration activity.

Overall, the synoptic winds in autumn (Figures 3C,D) were favorable for crossing between Netherlands and United Kingdom on nights of high migration. However, the average track directions and headings suggest that the majority of tracks recorded by the radar were moving more to the SW and indicating birds flying predominantly parallel to the coast rather than crossing directly to the United Kingdom at the radar location.

Pressure Systems and Fronts

Nights of high migration are characterized by an elongated high-pressure anomaly centered over southwest Scandinavia, extending to the British Isles (Figure 5A). The 500 hPa geopotential height (the contour lines of Figure 5A), shows an upper ridge from the United Kingdom into Scandinavia. This will lead to mostly northeasterly or easterly winds over southern Scandinavia, Denmark and Netherlands, confirmed in Figure 3C. The MSLP anomaly is statistically significant over the entire area of interest (over sea and the potential departure area). The pressure anomaly reaches a maximum of 12 hPa near the potential departure area. High pressure systems are observed over the Dutch coast on almost all the high migration intensity nights (Figures 9A–E,G–I), resulting in the averaged easterly winds seen in Figure 3C over Netherlands. A lack of frontal systems is apparent over the Dutch coast and southwest Scandinavia. An exception is the 30th of October 2009 where a front passes over the North Sea between Netherlands and United Kingdom (Figure 9H), though that systems was dry and did not render any precipitation. During October 29, 2008 and November 8, 2009 (Figure 9I,J, respectively), a trough over the North Sea result in some mild precipitation.

On the other hand, the composite of the low migration intensity nights is characterized by a zonal flow with a slight southwest-northeast angle. This spatial pattern characterizes also the Autumn North Europe climatology. The MSLP anomalies are quite low and non-significant, while some positive
FIGURE 8 | Surface pressure and frontal systems for the high migration nights (A–H) and the low migration nights (I–O) for spring at 18:00 UTC. The figures are extracted from KNMI data center. The position of the core of a low pressure system is indicated with an “L” and of a high pressure system with an “H.” The cold fronts are indicated as lines in blue color, the warm fronts in red color and the occluded fronts in purple color. The side where the symbols are drawn on the front lines indicate the direction of the front’s movement. The thick blue lines indicate troughs.
FIGURE 9 | Surface pressure and frontal systems for the high migration nights (A–I) and the low migration nights (J–Q) for autumn at 18:00 UTC. The figures are extracted from KNMI data center. The position of the core of a low pressure system is indicated with an “L” and of a high pressure system with an “H.” The cold fronts are indicated as lines in blue color, the warm fronts in red color and the occluded fronts in purple color. The side where the symbols are drawn on the front lines indicate the direction of the front’s movement. The thick blue lines indicate troughs.
500 hPa anomalies are seen west of the Iberian Peninsula and along northwest Europe (Figure 5B). A close look into the individual low migration days (Figures 9J–Q) shows that frontal systems pass during all low migration nights, either over Netherlands, North Sea, or potential departure areas (Denmark and Southwestern Scandinavia), indicating that the passing of fronts hinders migration.

Precipitation, Relative Humidity, Cloudiness and Temperature
In autumn during nights of high migration very little to no rain falls over the regions of the potential departure areas of the southern North Sea (Netherlands, Denmark, and south Scandinavia). The composite of the negative precipitation anomalies in these areas are statistically significant (Figure 7A). On the contrary, on all low migration nights precipitation is higher than expected in these areas (Figure 7B). During high migration nights, in agreement with the absence of rain over the coast of Denmark and continental Europe low cloudiness is observed, but over central North Sea the cloudiness is somewhat higher than the local monthly climatology (Figure 7C). During low migration, cloudiness is generally higher than in climatology and anomalies are statistically significant (Figure 7D), as rainfall occurs during those nights. Over the North Sea relative humidity is quite low on high migration nights and neutral to high, but non-statistically significant during low migration, while it remains low over Denmark and high over Netherlands both during high and low migration (Figures 7E,F). The surface temperature was statistically significantly colder than in climatology during nights of high migration both over sea and land over Denmark and Netherlands (Figure 7G). The colder temperature is related to the upper ridge seen in the 500 hPa geopotential height from the United Kingdom into Scandinavia that drives northeasterly winds which advect cold air from northeastern Scandinavia. During low migration nights the temperature was warmer over land and similar to climatology over the sea (Figure 7H).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Using 3 years of bird migration data measured off the Dutch coast, we revealed differences in the synoptic weather conditions occurring during high and low migration intensity nights in spring and autumn.

Nights of high migration intensities for both spring and autumn were characterized by prevailing high pressure systems, with a general absence of passing fronts and precipitation over sea and the probable departure areas over land. Generally, a high-pressure system is associated with dry and stable atmospheres, clear skies and mild winds. On the contrary, nights of low migration were characterized as nights with rain, often with passing fronts and overall low pressure. In spring a t-test shows that the positive surface pressure anomalies over sea and departure areas were not statistically significant, while in autumn the positive anomalies were significant. This suggests that the favoring migration conditions in spring are rather close to the average surface pressure climatology for that season, but in autumn more special conditions are required compared to the average climatology. The MSLP anomalies during low migration nights both in autumn and spring were not statistically significant, suggesting either a weak coupling between synoptic pressure systems and nights of low migration, or a combination of nights with unfavorable synoptic conditions for migration and nights of resting and feeding that might be decoupled from the synoptic pressure systems.

Our study shows that conditions free of precipitation support mass migration events. However, when using radar to measure migration it should be taken into consideration that during rain the ability of the radar to detect biological targets might be reduced and therefore the number of birds flying during rain may be underestimated. Nevertheless, even considering a potential underestimate of bird numbers, our findings are similar to previous studies indicating that rain strongly suppresses migration (Alerstam and Bauer, 1973; Lyulieva, 1973) and is an important predictor variable for bird migration (Erni et al., 2002; Van Belle et al., 2007).

In spring, prevailing winds at the radar location, as well as in the whole region generally had a supporting direction for nocturnal migrants, which has previously been shown in this region (Kemp et al., 2013). During autumn nights with high migration the average winds at the radar location were tailwinds for the birds who could have been migrating between Netherlands and United Kingdom, while the majority of birds on high migration nights were migrating toward the southwest and thus experiencing sidewind component stronger than the tailwind on those nights. On nights with low migration intensity, winds at the radar location were predominantly headwinds in both seasons, indicating that tailwind is an important factor supporting migration, as also shown in numerous other studies (Liechti et al., 2000; Erni et al., 2002; Schmaljohann et al., 2009; Sjöberg et al., 2015). While the majority of migration happens within the lowest 1000 m of altitude in the mid-latitudes (Kemp et al., 2013; Bruderer et al., 2018), birds have also been observed flying higher to optimize wind support, especially in spring when beneficial wind at high altitudes are frequent (Dokter et al., 2013; Kemp et al., 2013). In such cases, high flying migrants would go undetected by the radar.

Since cloudiness is often linked to precipitation, it is observed here that birds prefer clear skies, although occasions of cloudiness during high migration flows also occur in our data. Interestingly warm southsouthwesterly winds which support migration in spring may also result in fog and low clouds generated by the condensation of warm air over the sea, creating poor visibility conditions. Studies have shown that birds might attempt to migrate above fog or clouds during overcast or rainy nights (Emlen, 1974; Panuccio et al., 2019). However, the occurrence of such behavior may not be detected by the radar if birds fly above the vertical detection range.

Although the absolute anomalies of the temperature and relative humidity are rather high in the analysis, the anomalies are not consistent for the two seasons. For example during high migration nights the anomalies of surface temperature over the areas of interest are positive in spring and negative in
autumn. This suggests that the birds rather respond to factors that correlate with these variables and themselves exert only a secondary role, in agreement with Richardson (1978, 1990). The selection for cold temperature has been previously suggested as an indicator of deteriorating conditions and therefore as a signal for migration (Alerstam, 1990), but this suggestion cannot be verified in the current study.

Our selection of peak nights of migration above the 90th percentile per season resulted in high migration nights occurring in March and October. While we do not have information on the species in our study, the timing of these nights suggests that they may be generally representative of short to medium distance migrants in the region. Packmor et al. (2020) for example showed that night to night departure decisions of a short and medium distance migratory passerine was influenced by tailwinds and change in barometric pressure, while these weather factors did not influence departure decisions of a long distance migrants. However, in order to determine whether differential response to weather among and perhaps even within species results in peak migration over the North Sea occurring predominantly in early spring or late autumn requires further research integrating information on fluxes, species composition and regional synoptic conditions.

Our overall conclusion is that peak nights of bird migration over the North Sea are favored by the existence of high-pressure systems and the absence of fronts and are hindered by low-pressure systems and precipitation, in agreement with Geil et al. (1974), Richardson (1978), and Shamoun-Baranes et al. (2017). Winds on high migration nights in spring are tailwinds (southwesterlies), while in autumn they were sidewinds (easterlies). These patterns are similar to those observed in other studies in the region over land (Åkesson and Hedenström, 2000; Erni et al., 2002; Van Belle et al., 2007). In order better understand how environmental factors influence the spatio-temporal heterogeneity in migratory systems and improve our capacity to model them we recommend integrating complementary measurement and modeling techniques and covering longer periods of time where feasible (Shamoun-Baranes et al., 2010; Bauer et al., 2017). Incorporating information on species composition will significantly advance our comprehension of the potentially different responses to weather. Predictive models could integrate the synoptic scale perspective, considering the atmospheric conditions in departure areas of migrants, as well as atmospheric conditions en route in comparison to regional climatology. These advancements will consequently enhance our ability to predict migration flows and will allow us to build effective warning systems to reduce human wildlife conflicts such as risk of collisions with aircrafts (van Gasteren et al., 2019) or wind turbines.
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